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We report progress in using nanoimprint lithography to fabricate high fidelity blazed diffraction
gratings. Anisotropically etched silicon gratings with 200 nm period and 7.5° blaze angle were
successfully replicated onto 100 mm diameter wafers with subnanometer roughness and excellent
profile conformity. Out-of-plane distortion induced by residual stress from polymer films was also
analyzed and found to be extremely low. The replicated blazed gratings were tested and
demonstrated high x-ray diffraction efficiencies. This process was developed for fabricating blazed
diffraction gratings for the NASAConstellation-Xx-ray telescope.© 2004 American Vacuum

Society.[DOI: 10.1116/1.1809614]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Blazed diffraction gratings are important in a numbe
applications, due to their ability to maximize diffraction
ficiency at the specular reflection angle off the blazed fa
For applications in x-ray spectroscopy, it is essential to
blazed diffraction gratings to achieve high efficien
grazing-incidence reflection. Fabrication of blazed grat
has been thoroughly explored, yet previous methods
disadvantages including poor blaze profile, high sur
roughness, and low throughput.1–3 For NASA’s x-ray tele
scopeConstellation-X, a total grating area on the order
100 square meters is required.4,5 Thus a cost and time ef
cient process to fabricate thousands of high fidelity bla
gratings is desirable.

In previous efforts,6 we reported replicating saw-too
profile gratings using nanoimprint lithography(NIL ).7,8 Pre-
liminary imprint results from 400 nm period inverted tria
gular gratings and 200 nm period gratings with 7.5° b
were reported. The imprinted blazed polymer gratings d
onstrated x-ray diffraction efficiencies that are comparab
those of the silicon master.9 However, several factors ha
limited the performance of the imprinted gratings. The
sidual layer was not properly controlled in the imprint

a)
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setup, resulting in relatively thick films. The separa
mechanism was also not ideal, which may have partly
the cause of groove edge rounding.

In a collaboration with Nanonex Corporation, those l
iting factors were better controlled in a commercially re
NIL system. Using both thermal-cure and ultraviolet(UV)-
cure processes, 200 nm period gratings with 7.5° blaze
imprinted onto 100 mm diameter wafers. The imprin
polymer gratings show high profile conformity and impro
x-ray diffraction efficiencies.

Possible out-of-plane distortion of the wafer induced
residual polymer film stress was also analyzed. In som
plications, the out-of-plane distortion needs to be tightly c
trolled. For example, the flatness of the x-ray diffrac
gratings used forConstellation-Xwill need to be less tha
0.5 mm across 100 mm. Using a Shack–Hartmann w
front metrology setup10 the surface profile of the wafers b
fore and after imprinting was characterized to analyze
effect of the polymer imprint film.

II. BLAZED GRATING FABRICATION AND
REPLICATION

The blazed grating used as the master was fabricate
ing an off-cut silicon wafer with its wafer normal rotat

7.5° from the [111] direction along thef11̄0g axis.6 The

200 nm period grating lines were patterned using an interfer-

3260/22 (6)/3260/5/$19.00 ©2004 American Vacuum Society
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ence lithography setup. The pattern was transfered usin
active ion etching to a silicon nitride layer, which was u
as the mask for the subsequencial anisotropic KOH etch
nitride mask was removed with HF. The resulting ato
force micrograph(AFM) can be seen in Fig. 1. The reentr
profile of the blazed grating is problematic for probe ba
metrology tools to image and thus creates artifacts. The
mean-square(rms) roughness of the blazed facets as m
sured by AFM is,0.2 nm.

The replication of the blazed gratings was conducte
Nanonex Corporation. The NX-1000 nanoimprintor w
used for the thermal-cure process, with NXR-1020 as
imprint resist. The blazed grating was imprinted ont
100 mm diameter silicon wafer at a temperature of 120
and pressure of 200 psi. AFM and scanning electron m
scope(SEM) images of the imprinted gratings are shown
Fig. 2. The rms roughness of the blazed facets is,0.2 nm.

The NX-2000 nanoimprintor was used for the UV-c
process, with NXR-2010 as the imprint resist and NXR-3
as the underlying layers,200 nmd. The underlying layer i
typically used for planarization and pattern transfer. The
derlying layer is not essential to our application, and
used only because it is a standard process for UV-cure N11

The blazed grating was cured over a 100 mm diameter f
silica wafer with a dose of 250 mJ/cm2 at room temperatur
and a pressure of 80 psi. A more detailed description of
imprint processes is outlined in Liet al.11 An AFM image of
the imprinted grating is shown in Fig. 3. The rms roughn
of the blazed facets is,0.2 nm.

III. OUT-OF-PLANE DISTORTION

Out-of-plane distortion of a wafer will occur due to t
residual stress of the deposited thin film.12 Residual stres
might be thermal stress, due to thermal mismatch betw
the wafer and polymer film during the thermal cycle, or
trinsic stress, which results when the polymer crosslink
changes state. For applications where extremely flat o
are used, large out-of-plane distortion induced during
fabrication process might lead to significant design er
Thus the change of wafer flatness due to the NIL process
analyzed.

Using a Shack–Hartmann(S–H) wave front metrolog

FIG. 1. AFM image of anisotropically etched 200 nm period silicon gra
with 7.5° blaze. The round top and sharp bottom edges are AFM artif
tool the surface profile of a wafer can be mapped. By map
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ping the back surface of the wafer before and after imp
ing, the out-of-plane distortion due to the NIL process ca
characterized. The backwafer surface profile before and
imprinting can be seen in Fig. 4 for the thermal-cure pro
and Fig. 5 for the UV-cure process. The average poly
layer thickness for these experiments is around 85 nm fo
thermal-cure process and 285 nm for the UV-cure proce
measured by cross-section SEM.

For both imprint processes the surface profile of each
fer does not undergo any apparent change. The surfac
file was reconstructed using a least-squared fit algorith
the slope field to Zernike polynomials.13 The Zernike coeffi
cients can be examined to yield a more accurate conclu
since the effects of tip and tilt can be subtracted. The Ze

FIG. 2. Images of imprinted blazed grating using thermal-cure proces(a)
AFM, (b) cross-section SEM.
- FIG. 3. AFM image of imprinted blazed grating using UV-cure process.
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polynomials are a set of orthogonal polynomials within
unit circle.14 They are defined in cylindrical coordinates

evenUn
l sr,ud = Rn

l srdcosslud,

oddUn
l sr,ud = Rn

l srdsinslud, s1d

where

Rn
n−2msrd = o

s=0

m
s− 1dssn − sd!

s ! sm− sd ! sn − m− sd!
rn−2s. s2d

Any circular wave front can be expressed as a linear co
nation of Zernike polynomials due to their orthogona

FIG. 4. Wafer backsurface profile(a) before, and(b) after the thermal-cur
imprint process. The peak-to-valley surface topography value change
3.601 to 3.625mm.
property
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Wsr,ud = o
n=0

k

o
m=0

n

ZnmRn
n−2m

3Hsinsn − 2mdu, if n − 2m. 0

cossn − 2mdu, if n − 2mø 0
J . s3d

By comparing the Zernike coefficients, which are the i
vidual weighing terms for each polynomial, single mode
distortion can be analyzed. For small deflection in the lin
elastic regime of the material, out-of-plane distortion
duced by thin films is shown to be related only to the cha
of the Z21 coefficient.15 Examining the Zernike coefficien
as listed in Table I, the changes in theZ21 coefficient are 1
and 28 nm for the thermal-cure and UV-cure process, re
tively.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For both imprint processes there were a few particle
fects, but no release damage was observed over the 10
diameter wafer. The blazed facets are well preserved

FIG. 5. Wafer backsurface profile(a) before, and(b) after the UV-cure im
print process. The peak-to-valley surface topography value changes
12.910 to 13.145mm.
appear to be identical in both processes, and inverted profiles
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can be seen. There are artifacts in the AFM images caus
the geometric limitations of the probe used. A more accu
profile is illustrated in the SEM image[Fig. 2(b)]. The edge
rounding of the imprints is significantly reduced compare
our previous work. However, the exact dimensions are d
cult to interpret, since the scanned radius of the edge is
to the radius of the AFM probes,20 nmd.

The rms roughness of the blazed facets is,0.2 nm for
both imprint processes. The exact roughness is difficu
estimate since the roughness measurements approach
environmental noise of the AFM, which is around 0.1 n
The reported rms roughness values are conservative
mates, and we conclude that the replicated gratings sho
significant degradation in surface smoothness. The
roughness values are obtained over spatial frequencie
than 50 nm.

The change of theZ21 coefficient is measured to
around 20–30 nm for both processes. The repeatabili
the S–H system is different for each Zernike coefficient,
for Z21 the rms repeatabilityss21d is around 40 nm. There
fore the change between the measured data is within
measurement repeatability. The out-of-plane distortion
duced by the NIL process therefore is less than 40 nm o
100 mm diameter wafer. This amount of bow is sufficie
small for most applications. The changes of other Zer
coefficients are also on the same order as their respe
repeatability. An upper bound estimation for the resid
stress based on an out-of-plane distortion of 40 nm is ar
10 MPa for the thermal-cure process and 2 MPa for the
cure process. The effects of anisotropic grating pattern
polymer thickness variation are small and beyond the r
lution of our system.

To evaluate its optical performance, the thermally
printed blazed grating was tested for x-ray diffraction e
ciency. The replicated grating was tested in an off-plane
figuration, where the incident x rays are quasiparallel to
grating lines.16 In this testing geometry the diffracted ord

TABLE I. Zernike coefficients before and after the thermal-cure and UV-
imprint processes.

Zernike
coefficientssmmd

Thermal-cure UV-cure

Before After Before After

Z20 0.120 0.032 −0.031 −0.029
Z21 −1.407 −1.39 −6.233 −6.262
Z22 0.023 0.069 −0.209 −0.163
Z30 0.151 0.162 0.087 0.070
Z31 −0.261 −0.234 −0.486 −0.355
Z32 −0.648 −0.659 −0.307 −0.641
Z33 0.057 0.078 −0.004 0.002
Z40 −0.041 −0.052 0.010 0.015
Z41 0.019 0.015 −0.010 −0.000
Z42 0.293 0.286 0.693 0.689
Z43 0.226 0.227 −0.034 −0.026
Z44 −0.165 −0.135 0.015 −0.000
lie on a half cone. The grating was coated with 5 nm of Ti
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and 20 nm of Au to increase reflectivity of x rays at graz
incidence. Preliminary results for the absolute x-ray diff
tion efficiencies are plotted against incident wavelength
shown in Fig. 6. The lines are numerical simulations and
points are experimental measurements. The maximum1 first
order diffraction efficiency is,45% atl,2.5 nm. The ef
ficiency is extremely high, as the sum of orders, represe
the total reflectivity of the material, is only,65% at this
wavelength. The x-ray tests were conducted using bea
X24C at the National Synchrotron Light Source
Brookhaven National Laboratory.

V. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated high fidelity blazed grating re
cation using NIL. Using anisotropically etched silicon g
ings as the master, we fabricated 200 nm period poly
gratings with 7.5° blaze by imprinting with both the therm
cure and UV-cure processes onto 100 mm diameter wa
The replicated gratings show excellent profile conform
and minimal degradation in surface roughness. By analy
the Zernike coefficients before and after the imprint proc
out-of-plane distortion induced by residual stress is show
be less than 40 nm. An upper bound estimation of res
stress of the imprint film is around 10 MPa. Diffraction e
ciency measurements were conducted on the thermall
printed gratings, and a maximum first order absolute diff
tion efficiency,45% was observed atl,2.5 nm.
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